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Assessing Organisations’ Resilience Against Cyber Threats
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Certification

Penetration testing
From Checklists to Systematic, Continuous Risk Assessment

- Continuously assess complex and sophisticated threats
- Analysing organisations as socio-technical systems
  - Including IT infrastructure, human actors, policies
- Contributes to all phases from pre-binding over underwriting to post-binding
The TRE$_S$PASS Approach to Risk Assessment

- New attacks cleverly exploit multiple organisational vulnerabilities, involving physical security and human behaviour.
- We need continuous techniques to evaluate risk levels, as both infrastructure and attacker knowledge change rapidly.

- The TRE$_S$PASS tools support assessment of risk of complex attack scenarios.
Contact

www.trespass-project.eu
contact@trespass-project.eu

Contact us to join our public mailing list!
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